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KOEBERG - AN INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE
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Summary:

Many local organisations participated in the Koeberg power
station project. This paper seeks to present a perspective
of this from South African industry. It covers the extent of
local participation, lessons learned and changes which hould
be considered for optimising local input into a similar
project in the future.

Opsomming:

Verskeie plaaslike organisasies het aan die Koeberg
kragstasie proiek deelgeneem. Hierdie referaat se doel is om.
In perspektief voor te 16 van Suid Afrikaanse industries Dit
handel oor die omvang van die plaaslike dee1name, die lesse
wat ervaring ons geleer het, en veranderings wat beoog moet
word vir die optimale benutting van plaaslike inhoud in In
soortgelyke proiek vir die toekoms.
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INTRODUCTION

Koeberg Power Station was not South Africa's first venture
into the nuclear field. The Atomic Energy Board already had
a small research reactor operating at Pelindaba near Pretoria
prior to the decision to go ahead with Koeberg.

However, the announcement of the project highlighted the
uniqueness of the overall technology and caught the
imagination of the public and especially the business
community who looked forward to extensive participation by
local industry. The views of various of those companies
which did play a role (and in some cases a vital role) in the
supply of plant, equipment and services are reported here.

Regarding the size of the station, although the two units are
each larger than any conventionally powered units in this
country, the station output is less than that of a number of
Eskom's other power stations which were already fully
operational before commencement of Koeberg. Many local
companies had participated in these earlier projects and were
therefore used to power'station work.

THE PERIOD PRIOR TO 1976

Already in the early 1960's the possibility that a nuclear
power station could be built in South Africa was being
examined. The likelihood that it would be located on the sea
coast in the regiort of Melkboschstrand, north of Cape Town,
was widely known. For various technical reasons, it suited
Eskom to have a large power station in the Cape Town area.
During these early stages, Eskom used consultants to address
specific matters. For example, Watermeyer Halcrow (a
partnership between local and British groups) fully evaluated
the site and drew up feasibility reports on alternative
schemes for various cooling water systems, including pipeline
and/or tunnel out to sea, cooling water intake basins,
cooling towers, etc.

In preparation fox the main contract, the potential tenderers
all issued a large number of enquiries to local companies.
The French Consortium et out to maximise local content and
supplied drawings riot only for conventional machined, cast
and fabricated items, but for nuclear standa rd requirements
as well. The reaction of local companies was in many
instances negative regarding the specialised needs of a
nuclear station.
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THE MAJOR CONTRACTS

In 1976 Eskom placed a contract with the French Consortium
for the turnkey supply, erection and commissioning of Koeberg
which was to be based on particular French power stations as
reference plants. The Consortium, in the initial stages,
consisted of the following partners, with the responsibil-
ities as shown:-

Framatome - Nuclear Island
Alsthom - Conventional Island
Spie Batignolles, - Civil Engineering

These companies were each extensively involved in the French
nuclear power station programme. However, in France the
companies did not work in Consortium and their separate
activities were coordinated by the French electricity
utility company, Electricite de France (EdF). To meet the
need for co-ordination here, the Consortium very soon formed
a joint separate company, Framateg, as additional Consortium
member to not only co-ordinate their activities but also
provide overall liaison with Eskom. EdF were appointed as
sub-contractor to deal with the balance of plant work. This
was because EdF itself undertook such a role in the French
programme and were therefore in possession of the design data
and expertise.

Not included in this contract but placed as separate major
contracts by Eskom were the following:

Cooling water - Watermeyer Halcrow &
Partners

Switch yard 440 KV and 132 KV) - Brown Boveri (BB SA and
BBC)

Security - Insor; Eytan; Schindler;
Chubb

Quality Assurance (QA) - Gilbert Commonwealth

SCOPE OF LOCAL SUPPLIES AND SERVICES

Based on their investigations made prior to the contract
award, the French Consortium aimed for a South African
content of approximately fifteen percent of the overall
contract value. However, there were no guidelines of what
the content scope should include and this was left to the
Consortium to decide and to negotiate to their advantage.
Various companies sought assistance from Eskom, expecting
Eskom to intercede on their behalf and force the Consortium
to procure specific items locally. Eskom refused, however,
to do so. Some companies did manage to obtain te assistance
of the Government Authorities who refused to issue certain
import permits, forcing the Consortium to source the items
here. Ultimately the local content scope ended up to be very
close to what is being done for conventional stations.
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The plant and services procured locally are listed in
Appendix 1. Note that this covers only the more important
items and is not intended to be comprehensive and include the
innumerable orders placed.

Three important joint venture groups were formed in which the
main contract consortial partners participated, together with
prominent local companies. These were:

Group: Consisting of:

Koeberg Civil Contractors (KCC) Spie Batignolles, Murray
& Roberts, LTA

Nuclear Piping Contractors (NPC) Framatome, Spie
Batignolles, Nordon,
Genrec, Murray Roberts

Nuclear Electrical Contractors (NEC) Framatome, Thermatome,
Murray Roberts,
Harrison White,
J G Groenewaldt.

It is self evident that the civil works contributed by far
the greatest single portion of the local content and hence,
the importance of KCC. However, the intricate network of
pipes and electrical cabling throughout the station
underlines the need for the specialised groupings for their
co-ordination.

A potential problem (alkali/aggregate reaction) had been
identified involving locally sourced civil materials.
Furthermore, the seismic specifications for Koeberg were more
stringent than those for the reference stations in France.
Eskom thus involved itself directly in the development of the
specifications for cement, stone and sand used.

NEW BUSINESS FOR LOCAL INDUSTRY

Because of the turnkey nature of the project and the ongoing
standardized programme for the extensive series of power
stations in France, the French Consortium only sourced items
and services in South Africa which were cheaper here and
which were needed to reach the target local content percent-
age. The local companies had in effect to compete with
French industry to supply for a ne-off project here, whilst
for the French companies Koeberg was merely two further units
in an ongoing programme for which they were already fully
organized.
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The local procurement programme therefore added very little
new business in the sense of items and services not
previously available.

only a few items can be classified as being new. These
include the turbine casings (LP inner and outer) manufactured
by Barlows Heavy Engineering and Brodericks Engineering Works
which were by far the largest ever manufactured in South
Africa. Turbine casings had been manufactured here before
but they were smaller and not built to the same demanding
standards, including the QA requirements.

The water treatment condensate polishing and regeneration
plants were produced by IW to a design provided by the
French company, CTE. This was an entirely new line of
business for CIW as, although the installation work complied
with their current practice, the standards and technology
involved were unknown to them before this time.

Certainly the construction procedures for major nuclear
construction, especially of the containment buildings for the
nuclear reactors, were new for the local construction
industry which had no previous relevant experience. Similar-
ly, painting by R J Southey of plant and civil structures in
preparation for a nuclear environment using decontaminable
paints specially produced under licence agreement by Plascon
was also new.

Locally sourced cabling which had to meet the specific needs
of a nuclear station was produced by African Cables. They
did not see this as a new line of business but the construct-
ion of te cable was new and required type tests.

Mention can also be made of nuclear fuel manufacture which
was developed for the subsequent needs of Koeberg. However,
this will not be dealt with further in this paper.

TRAINING

Besides the training courses for nuclear workers run by
Eskom a number of organizations formed training schools for
their labour needs. A prominent example of this was KCC
which had a very active school. Some of their senior staff
visited nuclear power plants under construction in France to
observe construction techniques being used there.
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For the cooling water project, key personnel from Watermeyer
Halcrow spent several months at the University of Swansea
acquiring a computer programme for seismic analysis.

Other organisations which sent staff overseas to develop
knowledge or skills included Vecor, Barlows H.E. and
Brodericks, whose staff studied such aspects as turbine
casing manufacture at Alsthom's Belfort Works including
planning techniques and the upgrading and testing of
castings.

Companies such as insulation specialists, Kaefer, had to
ensure that their local installation crews received on-site
training from the already qualified expatriate engineers and
workmen brought in as leading crew.

The most widespread training requirement which affected
almost all the companies associated with the nuclear and
mechanical/electrical portions of the project, stemmed from
the QA programme. Eskom had decided that QA as being applied
in the USA was preferable to the French practice and imposed
this on the suppliers. Gilbert Commonwealth, an American
Consulting Engineering Group, was chosen to act o behalf of
Eskom for the implementation and control of the standards.
The QA Standards, ANSI N 45.2, were therefore not only new to
South African industry but to French industry as well.

INTERACTION BETWEEN LOCAL INDUSTRY AND THE MAIN CONTRACTOR

The most intensive interaction between local industry and the
French Consortium occured with respect to the civil
engineering portion of the contract, both for the main power
station buildings in the main contract and for the cooling
water intake pumping stations contract. Similarly, the
Licensing Branch of the Atomic Energy Corporation (AEC) who
had to approve procedures, techniques, etc, had extensive
interaction both locally and overseas.
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Security and safety are closely related, and for nuclear
power stations are internationally defined and regulated by
the IAEA. The international specifications are supplemented
locally b both the AEC and Eskom fr own specific require-
ments. The security aspects thus required extensive liaison
with the Consortium. Eskom awarded contracts in two phases
to a local rganisation, Insor; phase was for a Security
Analysis Report and a Security Concept for the project; phase
2 covered the detailed planning and engineering to achieve a
suitable security Organisation. An Israeli consultant,
Eytan, did specific work on civil designs. The subsequent
commissioning of the security rganisation and systems was
done by Eskom who placed contracts on a number of
organisations, e.g. Schindler and Chubb who obtained
contracts for specific works such as the supply and
installation of a security access control system and security
doors. These impacted considerably on the Consortium's
commissioning and start-up programme leading to severe
difficulties.

Most other local organisations had only minimal interaction,
provided that they met the terms of their contracts (delivery
dates, etc) and did not fall foul of the QA programme. it
was especially regarding the latter that numerous problems
arose. However, many isunderstandings also arose through
language differences.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

The transfer of technology to the local. manufacturing and
construction industries took place mainly in the following
fields:

coastal engineering,
civil construction procedures,
decontaminable paints, water based solvent free epoxies,
upgrading and testing of steel castings,
turbine casing manufacture,

- electrical cables,
- water treatment plants,
- QA.

Some of the technologies have been used subsequently not only
for Eskom contracts but for a wide range of projects.

It is interesting to note that the QA standards required
detailed documenting of all procedures used. Technology
transferred was thus fully documented. The AEC Licensing
Branch also has full records which would be available "off
the shelf" for the future.
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DID LOCAL INDUSTRY PROFIT FROM KOEBERG?

Although a few companies have indicated that their contracts
were not profitable because of competition from French
industry, most companies have an opposite view. Not only did
they profit directly from their contracts, they also profited
from technology transfer, from skills and procedures
developed, from the prestige gained and even from the rigid
QA programme.

Koeberg was probably the main boost for the Quality
Management Systems in use today by many South African
contractors and manufacturers and if QA is considered a
technology, then Koeberg contributed to a great extent.

Similarly, through their involvement with Koeberg, various of
the companies became more professional in their attitude
towards contracting. For example, it enabled the staff of
CIW to achieve high standards of control and workmanship not
previously required, thus presenting new possibilities for
tackling engineering projects of a more demanding nature.
Lessons learnt on Koeberg played a definite role in bringing
a number of companies to a level where more demanding
projects could be satisfactorily tackled.

Construction procedures developed for Koeberg including a
greater degree of mechanisation, have been used on subsequent
power station projects. Turbine LP casings for all Eskom
power stations are manufactured here. Steel casting
techniques learnt for Koeberg have enabled Dorbyl to produce
advanced castings, eg. for HP and IP turbine casings for
Eskom and even for export.

Koeberg's QA programme has been highlighted by iost companies
as having been exceedingly demanding and difficult although
the need for QA has not been doubted. Many companies
seriously underestimated the manpower requirements which were
necessary to start up and run a QA programme, the cost of
which ad often to b absorbed by the company. The inflexib-
ility in the application of the ANSI N 45.2 standards and the
extensive eed for paperwork" has been judged to have given
rise to more problems than any of the actual manufacturing
programmes. This was subsequently recognised by Eskom and
for later power stations, whilst requiring QA, they have
adopted a far more flexible attitude with benefits both for
themselves and the manufacturers.
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Various companies benefitted from transfer of know-how from
the expatriate installation personnel first brought in and
then used to train local installation crews. These have
subsequently handled further contracts here.

Whilst the gains made by local industry in more experienced
personnel have to a degree been lost by personnel moving to
different industries and even to different parts of the
country, there remains a large infrastructure of expertise
available in the whole of the Western Cape.

CHANGES SUGGESTED FOR FUTURE PROJECTS

Almost without exception, the companies which participated in
Koeberg believe that they can-contribute to the next nuclear
power station project and express the wish to be involved.

Views differ, however, on whether any changes would be
necessary on how the next project should be organised. These
can be broadly described as follows:

Firstly those companies who'supplied plant, equipment or
services of a nature which was standard, i.e. did not
differ from that which they could supply for any other
project, see no need for a change. They would submit a
competitive bid for any enquiry.

Secondly, there are those organisations who supplied non
standard items, for which special expertise had to be
developed. They were probably marginally competitive only
because of distance from the main suppliers. They would
prefer the standard developed to be retained for the next
project, and suggest even that steps be taken to eliminate
the threat of competition.

- Thirdly, the companies which grew, in some cases
dramatically, through the project, absorbing technology
and developing expertise, making them stronger and more
competitive, are ready to tackle whatever the next project
will bring.

- Fourthly, there are those companies formed here as
subsidiaries of European suppliers, which following
completion of the contract, found a continuing market for
their goods or services. They also are ready for the next
project.
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Irrespective of the above, most companies have reported that
whilst recognising the positive benefits arising from the QA
procedures, these were excessively demanding in time and
effort compared to the benefits returned. Streamlining and
simplification of the procedures through a Quality Improve-
ment Process is called for. As previously reported, Eskom
has taken steps towards simpler QA procedures on its later
stations but this would also need to be clarified for any
future nuclear power station project.

A reduction in the number of parties involved or levels with
which suppliers had to interface with when seeking to obtain
inspection approvals would also benefit a future project,
i.e. a simpler standard Approved Inspection Authority
procedure.

There is widespread agreement that the local content
percentage was not optimised. For example, fur economic
reasons and in the interest of South Africa's foreign
exchange budget, foreign input on design and on construction
work, especially for civil and structural works, could be
reduced. Similarly, a greater percentage of locally
manufactured or procured goods, engineering and services
could be available. An appeal is therefore made tat far
greater effort should be made in the early stages of a
project to optimise the potential local content and to work
together with local organisations to benefit from improve-
ments which they can recommend. Advantages of scale must
also be considered. Optimised local content potential would
be asier to attain if firms could see manufacturing and
supply potential extending for many years. They would be
more prepared to extend their organi.,_iation��i and anufacturing
facilities and face expenditures for training, licenses, etc.

CONCLUSIONS

Koeberg was, as a project, beneficial to virtually all the
local organizations which participated. The Quality
Management Systems ad Quality Assurance procedures which
today find widespread application in South Africa have
strengthened our businesses and ehanced the qality image of
our industries. 0 ur Country and the companies directly
concerned have benefitted from technologies transferred here,
especially where this has found use in subsequent contracts.
in the civil engineering field, lessons learned have been
incorporated i other projects.
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Of all the various companies questioned, only those whose
products or services can be considered as non competitive
have expressed doubts regarding their participation for a
future nuclear power station.

However, there were many frustrations amongst participants
arising from a number of factors. Chief amongst these was
the rigid application of QA procedures new not only to the
South African suppliers but to the French suppliers as well.
Whilst Eskom has taken steps to streamline and simplify these
for subsequent power stations, the complexity of a nuclear
project may give rise to their being brought back in the
original format.

The negative attitude displayed by many companies in the
early stages of the Koeberg project towards the specialised
needs of a nuclear station has changed. Ther e now exists a
greater understanding of the demands which no longer seem so
daunting.

A far greater scope of local content could probably thus now
be attained and Eskom should start investigations into this
at an early stage before the next project. This will benefit
not only the companies concerned and Eskom, but also the
country trough savings i foreign exchange.
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APPENDIX 

PLANT, EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES SOURCED IN SOUTH AFRICA

Company Supplies

- African Cables Various electrical cables.
- Alfa Laval (Alsa) Turbine lubricating oil purification plants, heat exchangers, inter

coolers.
- Air Poducts Bulk and cylinder gases, gas eticulation.
- Babcock Africa Turbine hall and radwaste piping.
- Barlows Heavy Eng. LP inner casings.
- Brodericks Engineering HP outer casings, bearing pedestals
- Brown Boveri Switchgear, electrolysers.
- Cape Steel (Consani) Reinforced stop logs, hangers, embedded steelwork.
- Cape Quarries Assn. Crushed stone aggregate and rubble.

(Ready Mix Materials)
- CGEE Alsthom (Cegelec) C I tems.
- Chubb Security doors.
- Circle Pumps (Mellor Various pumps.

Pumps)
- CIW Water treatment, condensate polishing plants, potable water

lines, deluge systems.
- Cold Air Installations Ventilation systems for external buildings.
- Cyclops Engineering Tanks.
- Dillinger Engineering Pipework erection.
- Elca Engineering Governing fluid tanks associated pumps, pipes.
- Floccotan Activated carbon for water purification.
- Genrec & Wadeville Exhaust box sole plates, turbine hall and fuel handling cranes and

Engineering structures, condenser shell fabrication and erection, general
installation and heavy lifting.

- J C Groenewaldt Electrical and instrumentation.
- A G Haeffele Sons Waterproofing.
- Harrison White Electrical and instrumentation.
- Hawker Siddeley Brackett Circulating water filtration.

/Cont.
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APPENDIX (continued)

Companies Supplies

I.E.S. (Cementation) Cooling water system butterfly valves.
- industrial Machinery Emergency diesel generating sets for admin building; quality

Supplies (IMS) control and contract engineering support services for consortium
members Alsthom and Framatome.

- Insor Security analysis and concept, planning and engineering.
- John Thompson Africa Auxiliary boiler plant.
- Kaefer Insulation Turbine and pipework insulation soundhoods.
- Krugersdorp Engineering Tanks, Vessels.
- Lloyds Register Inspection of turbine casings, electrical ducting.
- LTA All reinforced concrete work, structural steelwork.
- Mannesman Demag Polar Crane, handling systems.
- Murray Roberts Civil works, reinforcing steel, structural steel, nuclear piping,

air conditioning, electrical work, plumbing, water proofing,
crane installation, crushed aggregate.

- Plascon Decontaminable paints, water based epoxies.
- Pretoria Portland Cement Cement, especially sulphate resistant cement.
- R J Southey Painting, application of water based epoxies.
- Schindler Security access control systems.
- Simon Carves Seawater chlorination system.
- Southern Pipeline

Contractors Cooling water ducts.
- Universal Engineering Brackets, steelwork.
- Vecor Heavy Engineering BP stop and governor valves, sole plates.
- Watermeyer Halcrow & Feasibility studies; design and installation complete sea water

Partners cooling system, intake basin, pump station, outfall.
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